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Inception of Bhajan Vikas

Bhajanvikas is the first of its kind initiative started by Kanchipuram gents 
group in 2010 for Bal Vikas boys and gradually the training was extended by 
Mahilas to include Bal Vikas girls as well. Bhajan Vikas is a unique training 

program designed to induce the Bal Vikas children to understand the 
significance of bhajan singing and its basic requirements. It is a 12 weeks 
program and is being meticulously conducted for the last 7 years from 2010 to 

2017 in our district.

❖ The certificates of the first batch of Bhajan Vikas students were taken to 
Puttaparthi and Bhagawan blessed the certificates, and asked for the children who 
participated in the course so that He could distribute the certificates to them 
Himself. Swami also abundantly blessed the course and encouraged us to continue 

this effort. The course includes project work and by way of encouragement, 
children are awarded special prizes - medals and trophies – along with a certificate 

of appreciation to all Bhajanvikas students .The journey which started with 
Bhagavan’s blessings continues to this day with the mission of making the young 
minds realize the bliss of bhajan singing



BHAJAN VIKAS - CONTD

Unique training approach : The comprehensive course content includes audio-visual methods and lectures with due accompaniments
for bhajans, inculcate discipline in the children by insisting on erect sitting posture, humming, sustaining and lip-rolling practices,
Pranayama, insightful games and a bhajan training kit handed over to every student.

A sadhana sheet is given to the student to be followed everyday as guidelines given by Bhagavan for His chosen children. This sheet is
closely tracked and student’s progress monitored every week. Most important aspect being the Final Project where Students would
work on a bhajan theme given and showcase their creative skills using charts, thermocol models etc .

A grand Valedictory function is conducted to commemorate the successful completion of the course and noted dignitaries in the music
world who are in Sai fold are invited as Guest of honor to motivate the children to excel and shine through as Sai children.

A Bhajan retreat program was held in 2014 which served as a common meeting ground for all Bhajan Vikas girl students from
previous batches .They shared their experiences and transformation journey on how the bhajan vikas program moulded their
personalities, boosted their confidence in rendering bhajans & took them closer to Bhagawan.

Many parents have lauded our efforts and pointed that there were improvements in the children and the family as a whole. Our
Swami’s mission– overall development of the child – had been fulfilled to a large extent by His Grace and blessings and happy to
highlight that other districts have also started Bhajan Vikas program taking cue from our district.



Swami blessing the Bhajan Vikas course certificates of the 

first batch in 2010



WHAT IS THE MAIN AIM of BHAJAN VIKAS ?

TEACH YOU HOW TO SING AND OFFER BHAJAN 

FROM YOUR HEART NOT FROM YOUR LIPS.



The Bhajan Vikas Kit

✓ Bhajan’s lyrics and meaning

✓ Devotional song lyrics

✓ Mat

✓ Stick file and pen

✓ Full content cd

✓ Sadhana sheet





JAI SAIRAM!!


